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The synthesis of a stable compound with Cr–Cr quintuple bonding (σ, 2π, δ) opened the door to a new field of chemistry (T. Nguyen, A. D. Sutton, M. Brynda, J. C. Fettinger, G. J. Long and P. P. Power, Science, 2005, 310, 844). Looking back to the mass experiments on sodium clusters (W. D. Knight, K. Clemenger, W. A. de Heer, W. A. Saunders, M. Y. Chou and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. Lett., 1984, 52, 2141), this work tells some new stories about the experimentally viewed magic numbers 26e and 30e. By unbiased global search, the 26e Li20Mg3 cluster has a perfect double-icosahedral motif with a large HOMO–LUMO energy gap (1.44 eV). We theoretically found that each icosahedron is an independent superatom and molecule-like electronic shell-closure is achieved via quintuple super bonding between two superatoms: [Be](1D2S)5−(1D2S)5[Be]. Similar quintuple bonding also exists in the 30e double-icosahedral Li18Mg3Al2 cluster: [Be](1D2S)7−(1D2S)7[Be]. The 26e/30e quintuple bonding was verified by the beautiful analogies in molecular orbital diagrams and chemical bonding patterns with V2/Re2 molecules. Such a quintuple super bonding makes a bridge between the jellium model and chemical bonding, which further expands the community of chemical bonds.

Introduction

Bond order is a fundamental concept in chemistry. The maximum bond order can only be three (σ, 2π, δ) for the p-block elements, and it was long believed that this is the highest bond order that can be achieved in a stable molecule. In 1964, Cotton et al. reported the synthesis of a salt containing the [Re2Cl8]2− ion, which revealed a quadruple bond (σ, 2π, δ, σ) between the Re atoms.1 In 2005, Nguyen et al. successfully synthesized a stable compound with quintuple bonding (σ, 2π, 26) between two Cr atoms.2 These findings broke the limit of bond order three and opened the door to a new field of chemistry, which has attracted great interest both experimentally and theoretically in the study of metal–metal bonding in which the maximum bond order reaches four to six.3–11

In metals, due to the large number of coordination atoms and the small number of valence electrons in each metal atom, there is usually no localized metal–metal bond, and the valence electrons are freely delocalized in the whole space. The situation in finite-size metallic clusters is also similar, and is usually described using a jellium model,12,13 which assumes a uniform background of positive charge of the cluster’s atomic nuclei and the innermost electrons, in which valence electrons move freely and are subjected to an external potential. Thereby, the whole cluster can be viewed as a superatom (SA). Based on the definition, the superatomic nucleus is the sum of metal cations, which is in three-dimension different from the zero-dimension atomic nucleus. Thus, the appropriate aufbau rule of electronic shells in SAs is also different from that in atoms. For spherical sodium clusters, the appropriate aufbau rule is |1S2|1P6|1D102S2|1F142P6| with magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 40 ..., in good agreement with the peaks viewed in mass experiments.12,13 The model of SA has achieved great success in understanding the electronic stability and chemical behaviour of experimentally produced metal clusters,14–22 and opened the new door in chemistry and materials science expanding the periodic table of elements from two- to three-dimensions.23–25

For a long time, in the study of SA–SA or SA–atom interactions, only conventional atom–atom bonds have been considered, where SA shells are independent and delocalized only in the volume of each SA. In 2013, Cheng and Yang26 proposed the super valence bond (SVB) model for real SA–SA bonding. In the SVB model, a prolate cluster is divided into two spherical blocks sharing the atomic nuclei at the border, of which each block is viewed as a SA following the electronic shells in the jellium model, and molecule-like electronic shell-closure is...
achieved by sharing electron pairs between two SAs. Based on the SVB model, the Li10 and Li14 clusters viewed as small peaks in the mass experiment are exact analogous of simple molecules N2 and F2, respectively, in electronic states and bonding patterns.26 Similar SA–SA or SA–atom bonding was also found in bare or ligand-protected Au nanoclusters.27–30

Compared to the electronic shells in atoms, the D and F orbitals appear earlier in SAs. Moreover, the gaps between different orbitals of a SA are much smaller than that in an atom, which is beneficial for orbital hybridizations. Thus, similar SA–SA quintuple bonds should also exist as in transition metals. Looking back again to the pioneering mass spectra of alkali metal clusters,12 it is found that the peaks at 26e and 30e viewed in the experiments do not follow the magic numbers in the jellium model (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†).

Interestingly, we found perfect analogies between the 26e/30e metallic clusters and diatomic molecules V2/Re2 in molecular orbital (MO) diagrams and chemical bonding patterns, where D–D quintuple super bonding exists for shell closure.

Results and discussion

Firstly, we try to uncover the story about the magic number 26e viewed in the mass spectra of alkali metal clusters. Lithium is the first alkali metal, which can be considered as an ideal prototype for simple metals. We performed an unbiased global search on the potential energy surface of the Li26 cluster using the density functional theory (DFT)-based genetic algorithm implemented in our group. As shown in Fig. 1a, the first three lowest-energy isomers (A1–A3) of the Li26 cluster have a face-fusion bi-icosahedron patched by three atoms on the waist, and the energy differs slightly with different patch positions. However, the high-symmetry Td isomer (A4) is 0.37 eV higher in energy than A1, despite its closed shell in geometry. A1 has a fairly large HOMO–LUMO energy gap (\(E_{\text{HL}} = 1.17 \text{ eV}\)), and the double-icosahedral feature of A1 indicates that it may have molecule-like electron shells similar to those in Au38(SR)24 clusters,27 that is the whole cluster is a molecule bonded by two SAs. The close-shell bisicosahedral cluster has 23 atoms and A1 is open-shell in geometry due to the three patched atoms. To verify the SA–SA bonding feature more clearly and easily, we built a D3h Li20Mg3 cluster (B1, Fig. 1b) by replacing the central Li6 in A1 with Mg3, which also has 26 valance electrons. B1 is closed-shell in geometry and has a larger HOMO–LUMO energy gap (1.44 eV) than A1. Moreover, B1 is verified to be the global minimum structure by unbiased global search. The second isomer (B2) is more spherical but is 0.35 eV higher in energy than B1.

In our opinion, the double-icosahedral B1 should be viewed as a union of two icosahedral SAs. Each icosahedron has 13 valence electrons, which is open shell based on the jellium model: [1S21P6](1D2S)5. However, molecule-like electronic shell-closure can be achieved via five-fold superbonding between two icosahedral SAs: [8e](1D2S)5–[1D2S]5[8e]. To verify this surmise, Fig. 2a shows the canonical MO diagrams of the valence shells of B1. As expected, the first 8 MOs can be viewed as 4 bonding orbitals (\(\sigma_s, \sigma_{px,py}, \sigma_{pz}\)) and 4 antibonding orbitals (\(\sigma^*_s, 2\sigma^*_{px,py}, \sigma^*_p\)), which correspond to 4 super lone pair (LP) orbitals in the inner core of each SA.
(1S^21P^6). Then, the five occupied frontier orbitals are two double-degenerate δ-bonding orbitals of 1D_{xy,xz,yz}, two double-degenerate π-bonding orbitals of 1D_{x^2-y^2} and one σ-bonding orbital of 2S + D_{z^2}. The LUMOs are two double-degenerate δ^*_{xy,xz,yz}-anti-bonding orbitals, and then one σ_{\sigma-dz^2} bonding orbital and one σ^*_{\sigma-dz^2}-anti-bonding orbital. There is a fairly large HOMO-LUMO gap from σ_{\sigma-dz^2} to δ^*_{xy,xz,yz} (1.44 eV). As shown in Fig. 2b, the bonding feature in B1 is analogous to that in the V_2 molecule from canonical MOs: [Ar](3d^4s^5)^- (3d4s)^5[Ar]. The occupied valence MOs of V_2 are five bonding orbitals (2\delta_{dz^2} \sigma_{\sigma-dz^2}, 2\delta_{xy,xz,yz} \sigma_{\sigma-dz^2}) and one LUMO of 2S + D_{z^2} anti-bonding orbital. There is a very beautiful analogy between the shape of the quintuple super bond (C1) and V_2, and the difference is the order of the energy levels of MOs. Two SAs in B1 are relatively closer to each other, which decreases the energy level of the δ-bonding orbital and increases the energy level of the σ-bonding orbital.

To further confirm the existence of quintuple bonding in B1, we investigated its chemical bonding patterns by using the adaptive natural density partitioning (AdNDP)\textsuperscript{31} method, which is a powerful tool for deciphering the multicenter bonding in molecules and clusters with delocalized electrons. As shown in Fig. 3a, AdNDP chemical bonding analysis reveals four 13c-2e super LPs in each SA (1S^21P^6) and five 23c-2e quintuple SA-SA bonds (σ, 2π, 2δ, 2σ, 2δ). Fig. 3b also shows the AdNDP chemical bonding of V_2, and one can see that there are very beautiful analogies between the shapes of the quintuple bonds in B1 and V_2. The high occupancy numbers (ONs ≥ 1.99[e]) indicate high reliability of the AdNDP results, except for the super 2π lone pair (ON = 1.89[e]), which may be due to the hybridization of 1P_2, 1D_2, and 2S orbitals along the z-axis.

It should be mentioned that there is also a quintuple super bond in the isomer B4. There is a high electron density at the border of two SAs due to the quintuple super bond. B1 has more positive charges (three Mg2\textsuperscript{2+}) at the border, so it is more stable than B4.

Next, we will uncover the story about the magic number 30e viewed in the pioneering mass spectra. To obtain such a 30e cluster, we simply replaced the two Li atoms at the centers of the icosahedra by Al atoms (C1, Li_{18}Mg_{3}Al_{2}) to add four valence electrons, instead of unbiased global search. After structural relaxation and frequency check at the PBE0/6-311+G\textsuperscript{*} level of theory, C1 is verified to be a true local minimum structure, which maintains the D_{3h} symmetry and has a fairly large HOMO-LUMO energy gap (0.95 eV).

The 30e double-icosahedral C1 may also be viewed as a super diatomic molecule: [8e](1D2S)^- (1D2S)^-[8e], where 1S^21P^6 [8e] can be viewed as the inner core. As shown in Fig. 4a, AdNDP chemical bonding analysis is also performed on C1 to study its electronic structure. As expected, AdNDP analysis viewed four 13c-2e super LPs (1S^21P^6) delocalized in each SA with a very high occupancy number (ON ≥ 1.99[e]). There is another 13c-2e super LP in each SA with ON = 1.77[e], which seems to be a hybrid orbital of 2S and 1D_2 (2S + 1D_2). Similarly, the remaining 10 electrons form 23c-2e quintuple super bonds (σ, 2π, 2δ) between two SAs with ON ≥ 1.98[e]. The main component of the super σ bond in C1 is 2S-1D_2, and thus it is quite different in shape from that in B1 (2S + 1D_2). As shown in Fig. 4b, such a quintuple super bond in C1 is also a nice analogue of the Re_2 molecule: [Xe](5d6s)^- (5d6s)^-[Xe]. There are perfect analogies between the AdNDP chemical bonding of C1 and Re_2. Such a quintuple super bond can also be verified by the MO diagrams (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†).

The SA shells in the jellium model of metal clusters are actually MOs, and the original definition of the superatoms of metal clusters is due to the similarity between the MOs in the jellium model and the atomic shells. However, in the 26e and 30e cases, MOs in the jellium model mimic the orbitals of a molecule instead of an atom, so we can take the metal cluster...
as a superatomic-molecule. In molecules, atoms are separate and the border between atoms is obvious. However, in the superatomic-molecule model, the metallic cluster is divided into different SAs empirically, and the border between SAs depends on the division. In the two double-icosahedral Li_{26}Mg_3 and Li_{18}Mg_3Al_2 clusters, the border is the Mg triangular face shared by two icosahedra, i.e., the three Mg atoms are shared by two SAs. The valence electrons are freely delocalized over the whole cluster volume in the jellium model. In the superatomic-molecule model, inner-core electrons (such as 8e) are delocalized over only the volume of individual SAs, and the bonding electrons are delocalized over the volume of two SAs to achieve a molecule-like electronic shell-closure. Thus, we just expanded the concept from a SA to a superatomic molecule via the model of SA-SA bonding, whose shell order of the SA also follows the jellium model.

Conclusions

In summary, looking back to the pioneering mass experiments on sodium clusters in 1984, we found some new stories about the magic numbers 26e and 30e that dissatisfy the rule in the jellium model. Using unbiased global search, we found that the Li_{26} cluster has a double-icosahedral global minimum structure with three patched atoms. By unbiased global search, it is also verified that the 26e Li_{26}Mg_3 cluster has a perfect D_{3h} double-icosahedral global minimum structure with a large HOMO–LUMO energy gap (1.44 eV). From the molecular orbital diagrams and chemical bonding patterns, it is found that each icosahedron in the Li_{26}Mg_3 cluster is an independent superatom and molecule-like electronic shell-closure is achieved via quintuple bonding between two superatoms: [8e][1D2S]^{10}[(1D2S)][8e]. Similar quintuple bonding also exists in the 30e double-icosahedral Li_{18}Mg_3Al_2 cluster: [8e][1D2S]^{10}[(1D2S)][8e]. The analogies of quintuple super bonding in the 26e/30e clusters and quintuple bonding in V_2/Re_2 molecules are very beautiful and straightforward.

Chemical bonding is the basic language of chemistry, which is the basis for the building blocks of molecules and materials. However, metallic clusters cannot be described using the language of chemical bonding, and the jellium model is the common language in this field. The quintuple super bonding viewed in the Li_{26}Mg_3 and Li_{18}Mg_3Al_2 nanoalloy clusters may act as a hybrid language, which makes a bridge between these two common languages – chemical bonding and jellium model. It can be expected that a similar mechanism may also exist in the solid, and the electronic structures of certain bulk alloys may be explained using the hybrid language of SA–SA super bonding.

Computational method

Computational details

The structures are located by unbiased global search of the potential energy surface using a genetic algorithm at the DFT level of theory. To guarantee the performance of global search, over 5000 local minimum structures are sampled for each case. DFT calculations are carried out using the Gaussian 09 package,\textsuperscript{22} using the PBE0 functional\textsuperscript{33} with the 6-311+G* basis set for Li, Mg, and Al, and the relativistic effective core potential basis set (def2-TZVP) for V and Re. All the structures given in this paper are true local minimum verified by frequency check. The HOMO–LUMO energy gaps are calculated at the PBE0/6-311+G* level of theory, while MO diagrams and AdNDP chemical bonding analysis are carried out at the PBE0/631G*/def2-TZVP level of theory using the optimized geometries. MO visualization is performed using MOLEKEL 5.4 software.\textsuperscript{34}
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